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Abstract
The Department of Electrical E n gineering  runs  a course 
"Engineering  Applied Computing"  where it introduces computer 
concepts and applications to undergraduate engineering students. 
For this it uses a laboratory of personal computers. A network 
was required to linK these computers with a file server to manage 
the complexity of supp'ying scftware and col'ecting projects and 
tests off floppy disks The file server ha-l to also provide the 
basis for the automatic analysis of student programs.
The network involved floipy disk drive emulation, wher'; node 
computers interface with  the network via its floppy disk 
controller. This unique approach he'.d definite implications a v ;  
constraints for the file server design. One specific consequence 
was that,  to resolve spac» limitations,  the server provides 
mechanisms to map any of a n'imber of logical "pseudo" disks into 
or out of a client node's disk drives.
Although the physical interface was subsequently abandoned, the 
design is still relevant as a disk-based file server. In the 
course of the report I have argued that the design's very 
centralized ch aracteristic is particularly suitab.' e for its 
educational application, where file collection and a large 
software pool is required This centralization holds promise for 
the security of software  on the system,  increasing the 
possibility of an educational institution being provided cheaply 
with a very large pool of applications software.
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1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
1.1 BACKGROUND - THE" MEED FOB A FILE SERVER
A Personal Computer Laboratory consisting of about HO machines la 
currently used by the Faculty of Engineering at the University of 
the W itwa tersran d  for introductory  courses in computing ,  
specifically tailored for Engineering students.  Tii“ *e courses 
teach programming languages, Operating System Principles and the 
use of Application Software (su.h  as Spreadsheets and Databases). 
Assignments and Tests are supplied and completed on floppy disks. 
Each machine has disks with the Operating system and application 
software required for particular assignments.
The distribution of disks leads to a severe logistics problem. 
With approximately 200 students involved, a large amount of
copying is necessary lr distributing each 
an alteration is made, all copies need to 
difficult to ensure that each student has
assignment. Each time 
be changed and It is 
the correct version.
Similarly, as bugs are corrected in th 
'which are not necessarily commercial prr 
to be updattJ. in addition thore is a 
in that there can be unrestricted copy
ications software 
each disk needs
„• security problem 
tluse application*'.
A central f  i le-store accessible to the personal computers through 
a Local Area Network, provides a solution to these problems. Tnis 
iile-store will contain a pool of applications software,  for 
which only the latest versions need be made available. User space 
is ilso provided thus avoiding the physical circulation and 
retrieval of floppy disks. The design of this file-store is the 
subject of this report. Another dissertation [E. De Souza, 1), 
covers design of the local area network.
Centralization of the 
th«?ir solutions. This forir 
ar.alysjs  of solution*, 
machine and includes tht 
problems, with each version 
the correct solution could
ants’ files, facilitates collection of 
he basis for the envisaged automatic  
will be performed on a dedicated 
provision of multiple versions of 
sufficiently unique as to ensure that 
not arise from foreknowledge of the 
problem. Ultimately automatic marking is envisaged,  where  
correctness and style of programs are evaluated, suitable
textual output produced, This is the subject of another  report 
[R. Schutz, 2],
1.8 REQUIREMENTS  FOR THE  FILE SERVER
The network is to be used for student project ;i tests.
Therefore features provided in many networks, sut message
passing and the sharing of data, (or at leas* .’ -e:trained
versions of these features),  are undesirable. " .  u x ,e File
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Server  must occupy the -entral position in a logical Star 
connected system, with all requests routed to the fi server or 
to other server machines.
The network /f  lle-server solution must provide:
- Shared  resources  viz. User disk-space arid Common software.
A C lient- 1nterface  or the underlying mechanisms for 
requesting aid accessing common and user software, as well 
as any othe^ features provided by the file server.
- Efficient response  to requests.
Protection mechanisms  for Common (Applications) software.
Ope ra t in g  Syst em  1nde pendence  - MSDOS is the primary 
operating system for the computers to be networked. 
However,  the provision oi other operating systems is 
anticipated, and it is undesirable that the file server 
software  should require modification whenever a new 
operating system is to be added. The operating system 
itself, should require little alteration, for it to use 
network facilities.
f/estr ictions  on the S h a r i n g  of data.  Essentially, sharing 
should be confined to that between a -ser and the Analysis 
Machine, ard should not include user to user data sharing.
Mechanisms to enable the A n a l y s is  M a c h in e  to access all 
users’ software (for studerts’ solutions). This may entail 
a different CHent-lnterface for the Analysis Machine, or 
require features to be present which the Analysis Machine 
alone is capable of using.
The possibility ot exten d in g  services  - a printing service 
is particularly necessary. However,  dedicated server s may 
be necessary for these services.
A Large central storage is required for the shared resources. The 
common area could require 50 MBytes for system software and 
applications packages. The easy addition and modification of 
applications in this common area is required. At  present the 
system must cater for 200-250 students, and a pool of 40 Personal 
Computers (The number would tend to augment). On-lirie storage 
the sue of at least one floppy disk (360 KBytes) is required per 
user. Thus the On-line storage should be 200 MBytes or more.
The efficiency of response is especially important with the 
actual provision and transfer of file data, where the delay 
should not significantly add to delays inherent in the processing 
of the data by the PC’s operating system. The delay in response 
is not as critical when resolving requests for access to user and 
shared software or for any requests for higher level features.
A small amount of software  is to be allowed unrestricted 
distribution.  This category would include laboratory exercises, 
sample programs and basic utilities. For the rest protection must 
be provided on three levels:
Effective prevention from the copying of protected  
applications to floppy disk. Clearly the achievement of 
this is pivotal, since any further protection mechanisms 
can be bypassed if unrestricted copying is possible.
Restricted access. Hot alt software will be availab'* to all 
users, since different courses have different emph?ses, 
and the availability of ce rt a in  s o f t w a r e  may be 
ui.desirable during tests etc.
- 1.2
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Restricted number of users. Software licensing would require 
that for any prouuct, the number of copies available for 
us* at any time reflects the number of copies curchaaed - 
although special contracts for use of *he software on 
networks may be available The expense of rommercial 
software could be very large if a copy of a particular 
product needs to be bought for each machine on the 
network This is especially inexpedient if the package is 
required only by a small number of users. Protection 
mechanisms. aMuld  ensure that the number of users of a 
particular package do not at any instant exceed the number 
of copies available purchased) for that product. This 
shout! lead to a substantial saving in software costs.
1 ' EXTEBNAl.  CHAB  ACTEBI3T1CS OK F IL i  S ER VE RS
As previously mentioned, the nature of the education environment 
is such that certain features of importance in many networks 
'such as provision for Shared  Data-Bases) are not major 
requirements for this network. In addition, the unique physical
i mp.ementa tion chosen for the network (discussed m  the next 
chapter), introduces some diverse concerns from those applicable 
to most file servers However,  the basic concept of sharing a 
storage resource is the same. Thus a brief analysis of the most 
salient features of file servers has been included, so that 
ultimately the design can be placed in context with other file 
servers, by fitting it into this model.
Svobodova [3] gives a comprehensive survey of the high level 
characteristics  of file servers, as well as a more detailed 
internal comparison of individual file server designs - whether 
implemented or proposed. The main c lass if ic  ations  of file server 
character istics identified in this article are presented here, 
without attention to specific designs.
1.3.1 Basic Concepts and Terms
A file server >s a subsystem which offers a number of basic 
functions to clients for manipulating a centra) common store. The 
client is the software on a machine connected to the network 
which invokes the server functions, but is distinct from the 
human user. The client i n t e r f a c e  includes the primitive 
mechanisms implementing the communications protocol for invoking 
server functions. Operations provided to clients by the interface 
reflect a one-to-one correspondence with functions available on 
the server. This interface is not suited for the human or 
application level. Higher level operations can be abstracted from 
combinations of these primitive operations and made available as 
additions to the operating system. Alternatively ,  software  
comprising a 'network interface shell’ [4J, can translate client 
operating system requests to functionally equivalent file server 
requests.
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1.3.2 Main Benefits
Resource sharing is the basic aim of 
benefits result or can be exploited.
Resource Sharing - The sharing of a 
as well as software and databas-s.
Automatic backup and Recovery - Relief from the 
preventative  measures against storage failure 
errors can be provided.
User Mobility - Independence of a 
workstation without the need to 
media.
Disk-less Workstations are possible.
Other  Servers - The file server forms the basis for 
providing other types of services, and sharing other 
resources e.g. a high-speed printer.
all file servers, but other
physical storage device,
burden of 
and user
user from a particular 
physically transport disk
1.3.3 Type of Objects maintained by the f ile server
High level servers have the file as their basic object for 
manipulation, with a correspondence between the files on the 
server and files available to the client. Operations provided In 
the client in t er fa ce  are file-based,  generally  Including  
creating, reading, writing and deleting files anc perhaps higher 
level operations for the protection, organization and concurrent 
access of files.
Conversely, low level servers have as their basic object for 
manipulation,  blocks of storage.  The server manages the 
allocation and de-allocatlon of blocks of storage tor clients. Ho 
structure is imposed on these blocks, requiring that the client’s 
file management system group these blocks into abstract files. 
Such servers function as remote virtua» disks and the 
correspondence between the server ’s and clients views of files 
does not exist. Thus Operations provided in the client-lnterface 
involve the manipulation of blocks.
1.3.41 Unit of Data Access
For low level servers the unit of oata access could be the size 
of the blocks of storage allocated, or some sub-block within it. 
Higher level servers whose basic object of storage is the file, 
can provide differert " " a n u i a n t i e s  for retrieving and updating 
data in a file. Levels o1 data access include:
Unstructured fixed-size block retrieval
Entire file retrieval. Entire files are fetched from the 
server and cached on a local disk or downloaded into 
memory. Such ’File T r a n s f e r  S e r v e r s ’ should have  
characteristics resembling those of Mass Scorage Systems
[5), except for the scales involved - i.e. the size of the 
storage, volume of transfer and frequency of retrieval.
Page-lev el file access. Entire  file tra n sfe rs  can be 
undesirable for very large files, and impracticable for 
Disk-less ' ’orkstaticns.  Page-level access alleviates these 
problems.
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Byte-level file access allows random access to small fields 
within a file ar.d is particularly suitable for database 
systems.
1.3.5 Object Management
This
and
concerns
protect
the
their
facilities
object*.
available for 
Organization
clients to 
is provided
organize
through
directories, protection through some form of access control.
Directory Service
If supported, each user is supplied with a list of the names 
of available objects. The directory system may also abstract 
the presentation of objects to the user from the internal 
naming on the server in which case the directory maps 
textual names to those of the object-ID’s at the server. If 
the server is file-based, a full-scale -fMing system might 
be implemented.
Access Control
Mechanisms can be supplied which in 
isolation of users' objects, yet allow 
objects. Access control can be Identity  
based.
geneial enforce the 
sharing of certain 
based or Capabil ity
In the identity based approach, the server maintains access 
lists for each object. A user needs to obtain an 
authenticated  connection through  some form of password 
protection, before access can be gained.
Capability based access requires that a user present the 
file server with a capability (usually the Object ID). This 
capability is a unique identifier chosen from a sparse name 
space. The sparseness can be chosen to make the possibility
of forgery (whether deliberate or 
improbable. Capability based access
[6], [3,pp 372], However,  it does not 
users different access rights to a 
as read-only access for one user and 
another) [6,pp 452].
accidental) sufficiently 
is generally preferred 
easily allow different 
particular object (such 
read-wnte  access for
1.3.6 Atomic Operationsj  ------------------------------------------------
The implementation of atomic operations together with recoverable
files ensures the consistency of data. Files are recoverable, 
where previous consistent versions are available. Operations are
atomic if the file is only altered when the entire operation
completes successfully. If the operation fails, the file remains
unchanged or reverts to a previously consistent version.
1.3.7 Concurrency Control
If file sharing is supported, with write access available to at 
least one user, then the synchronization of concurrent accesses 
is required. Concurrency control involves preventing new accesses 
to a file or region within  the file until a sequence of
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operations on the file has been completed. This makes the 
sequence of operations atomic, in that no other operations <n the 
file can be interleaved with it. The primary mechanisn for 
control is a two-phase locking protocol. ’Locking’ obtains 
exclusive access to a region, while ’unlocking’ releases the 
region. The scope of the region for which exclusive access is 
required, may be the whole file, portion of the file or a 
database record or field. Use of locks can lead to the 'deadlock' 
problem which concurrency control must address [3,pp 359], 
[4,pp 144) .
1.3.8 Level of Functionality provided through the Client-Interface
Svobodova identifies two extremes for the ' 'OPT'exlty of file 
servers [3,pp 355], A ser\er offering only low end functions, 
appears to the client intei / ace as a backing store device, 
allocating blocks of storage to clients and being responsible 
only for space management on the central store and data transfers 
across the network. Higher level functions (such as a suitable 
filing system) must be provided by software on the client’s side, 
through combinations of primitive onera ions. At  the opposite 
extreme file servers can provide a very high level interface, 
implementing a full-scale filing system, controlling concurrent 
accesses of files, providing p'-otection mechanisms and supporting 
hierarchical  organization of files.
The trade-offs thus involve the relative requirements for 
software on the server and at the client. A low complexity server 
requires u large amount of software at the client to provide 
suitable fii '  management. Its advantage is flexibility, allowing 
the simulta. eous use of d if ferent  filing and access control 
methods. Th*  high complexity server has a full-scale filing 
system as its interface, providing high level facilities while 
requiring very little software on the client machine.
Birrell and Needham [6), introduce the concept of the U m v e r s a l  
file server ,  as one which combines the potential advantages of 
both low and high level servers. This server is built about a 
low level ’backing store server’, which can be accessed directly 
by clients running private *»ling systems or merely requiring 
backing storage. In addition server provides a common filing
system which uses this bac store server. Clients can thus
choose between the high le. file-based interface, or the low 
level block-based interface.
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NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS and ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SERVER
The unique characteristic of the network is that client computers 
are interfa:e'1 to the communications bus, using Floppy Disk 
D r iv e  Emulation .  From the hardware  perspective at the client 
machine, the network is a floppy disk drive. The advantage of 
such an approach is its transparency to already existing non­
network software,  allowing applications to run without modifi­
cation in the network environment, yet without limiting the 
client to a particular operating system. Such an implementation 
means that the file server cannot be file-based and that a floppy 
disk T r a c k  will be its basic object for manipulation. This 
results in some special constraints for the file server on its 
efficiency, and in its communication for operations beyond that 
of data transfer.
21 BHIEF PHYSICAL  HETWOHK DESCRIPTION
A detailed analysis of the network can be found in E. De Souza’s 
d isse rtat io n  [tj.
The network consists of approximately 40  client machines, 
connected to a file server machine via a ’star-bus’ communication 
link. (Groups of clients are connected along a common bus and 
these busses are connected to the server in a star formation.) 
Tne logical topology is that of a file server at the centre of a 
fully star-connected network. Data is broadcasted openly (no 
encryption). The lir.k allows transmission rates of 1-1.5 Mbits/s ,  
and error detection and re-transmission is supported. The client 
machines are 01ivetti-M24 personal computers, which are ’IBM-PC 
type' microcomputers with MS-DOS the primary operating system. 
Other operating systems are available, and will be supported.
Client computers access the network via a Floppy Disk Drive 
Interface. The Interface card is connected to the computer’s 
floppy disk controller as if it were another floppy disk drive. 
This card consists of a Floppy Disk Drive Emulator, a memory bank 
in which a Cache of Disk Tracks is implemented and an interface 
to the communications link T.ie drives being emulated use double 
sided, double density disks with 40  tracks per side - although 
the floppy disk controller supports up to 80 tracks per side. 
Emulation involves providing the data in bit form to the floppy 
disk controller, exactly as if it were being read off a disk. 
Since data on disk is M FM encoded ,  this involves encoding data 
required by the disk controller, and decoding data from the disk 
c o n t r o l l e r .
Data transfer is performed as follows:
An application requests file operations.  In processing a 
request, the operating system requires sectors from a disk 
device and requests a sector (or number of sectors) from the 
floppy disk controller. The disk controller stepi from the 
current track to the required track and the emulator follows
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this stepping. For the reading operation, the emulator has no 
knowledge of the actual sector(s) required, but only of the 
track (and side) on which the sectors are found. The track- 
cache is then searched and if the track is in the cache, 
emulation begins immediately. Otherwise a request for the track 
is sent along the communications link to the file server, and 
emulation begins once the track has been received. The disk 
controller monitors the data coming from the emulator until the 
required sector(s) is /are received, which It then transfers to 
a buffer  supplied by the operating system. The writing 
operation is similar, except that the emulator is aware of the 
particular sector(s) being w r i t t e n .  The track-cache is 
accordingly updated,  and each sector’s data is sent as a 
stparate operation to the file server,
The Network Interface Unit at the file server will have the 
responsibility of polling the clients for requests. It will have, 
in addition to its own local memory, direct access to the server 
machine’s meuory. This prevents the inefficiency of relocating 
large blocks of data (tracks and sectors), between the two 
memory banks.
?.2 M OTIVATION  FOR SUCH A NETWORK
Having a customized network is generally attractive, since the 
detailed documentation on the network would always be available 
something which is riot normally the case with commercially 
obtained systems. This aids flexibility, enabling the system to 
evolve in a direction suitable to the specific application. Such 
development, also provides the basis for further research.
Assuming the desirability of a customized system, the chosen 
implementation has advantages to both physical and development 
costs, because of the level of transparency which is achieved. 
The approach utilizes an already existing high speed interface to 
the computer (its floppy disk controller), although a high speed 
interface  to the network is still required.  The additional 
hardware is completely transparent to the client machine, since 
it behaves wholly as a floppy disk device. Hardware  modifications 
are not necessary and there are no additional bus arbitration 
considerations.  The principle jus * 1 fication for the particular 
physical implementation is therefore economic.
The implementation also has software advantages.  A requirement 
for the file server was that It should approach operating system 
independence, allowing new operating systems to be employed, 
without requiring modification to the server.  In addition 
software written in these operating systems should run without 
modification in t.«* network environment. This is best achieved by 
having the file server emulate a client's d is k  (i.e. providing 
the client with the image of a disk and not to be confused with 
the disk drive emulation previously considered). A major part of 
any operating system is involved in abstracting  basic disk 
storage into files and providing functions for manipulating these 
files, 9y presenting the file server to the operating system as 
the image of a Jlsk, the client will immediately have available
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to him a full scale file management system (FMS) with naming 
conventions and a directory structure.  This simplifies the file 
server in that it does not have to provide a filing system to 
clients. Nor do the client operating systems have to be altered 
so as to make use of the s e r v e r ’s filing service. These 
advantages are applicable to all file servers based on disk 
emulation, whether the disk commands at the client are trapped in 
software at the disk driver level [Hudson, 7], or in hardware by 
physical disk drive emulation. In our system, given the physical 
disk drive interface at the client, the most natural approach for 
the file server would be disk emulation.
Other file server systems attain transparency and allow well- 
behaved applications - which perform I /O  tnrough the proper 
operating system interface - to run unmodified in the network 
environment,  w m le  providing a f He-based  interface. This is 
achieved t h ro ig h  extending the client operating systems to 
include a Network Operating System. A ’Network Interface Shell’ 
intercepts calls to the operating system for manipulating files 
and directories. If the requests reference files stored locally, 
they are passed on to the operating system for processing. If the 
requests reference files maintained by the file server, they can 
be handled in two different ways:
The requests can be ltomed latel y re d irected  to the file 
server. The approach is often used in systems based about 
a particular operating svstem [8]. In such an approach, 
the file server is a superset of all the operating systems 
which it serves {4J. For each new operating system to be 
supported, the Network Interface Shell redirecting calls 
must be designed and the file server must be augmented to 
process the new requests.
Alternatively the server provides a st a n da r d  set of f i l ing  
fu n ct io n s ,  while each operating system available to 
clients is extended with soft ware,  wnich implements 
operating system functions using these standard server 
f u n c t  ions.
Such systems are clearly more operating system dependent than 
disk-based file servers, requiring a fair amount of alteration 
to support new operating systems.
2.3 IMPLICATIONS FOH T H E  FILE SERVER
It was decided that with the physical interface being based on 
disk drive emulation, the correct role for the file server would 
be that of disk emulation. (However, it is possible for a 
file-based interface to be constructed, by having the client 
operating system utilize the disk drive emulator merely for 
communication with the file server, and not as a disk device. 
Such communication is relatively inefficient, while the nterface 
cannot exploit the benefits of simplicity arid operating system 
independence,  discussed in the previous section. Given the 
pnysicaJ basis, such an approach was considered inappropriate!. 
Disk emulation entails presenting the client with the image of a 
disk, and mapping references to this 'pseudo-disk’ to its actual 
location on the file server’s disk. The file server will not be
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responding to requests for data from the client operating system 
(which references sectors on the pseudo-disk), but to requests 
from the disk drive emulator (which requires entire tracks of 
the pseudo-disk for read operations,  while providing single 
sector data from write operations).
Thus the serve. fits essentially into the class of low-levei or 
block-based file servers (c f : section 1.3). Alternatively,  it. can 
be classed distinctly from file servers, as a dirk server - or 
more precisely as an intelligent disk server,  since it will also 
provide higher love) mechanisms for organization and security 
[4,PP 140). As with all non f Ue-based  servers, the ignorance of 
what constitutes a file in the client's view means that it is 
difficult  to support certain high level functions which are 
e sse n t i a l ly  file-based .  Th es e  f u n c t i o n s  Inc lude  ato pic  
transactions and concurrency control for shared data-bases. Even 
printing services are more easily implemented on a file-based 
server.
Other consequences result specifically from the physical mecha­
nisms of the network. These include the space limitations of 
pseudo-disks, how to achieve communication between the client and 
the file server, and the emph-isis on the speed of response.
2.3.1 Space L imitations
As a result of interfacing with the network using the floppy disk 
controller, the immediate physical appearance provided by the 
existing device driver,  is that of a single floppy disk of 
approximately 360 Kbytes. (Two sides, 40  tracks and assuming 
formatting of 9 sectors per track, with each sector 512 bytes 
long). Some method for providing access to a large amount of 
storage is required.
The size of the disk - and hence the number of jectors 
presented to the operating system,  could be expanded by 
increasing the size and number of tracks. The track-size is 
limited by the bandwidth of the floppy disk controller. However, 
it is conceptually  possible to map the 160 tracks (60 tracks and
2 sides), which are directly addressable via the floppy disk 
controller, to a much larger set of tracks at the file server. 
This could be attained by dividing the total tracks into groups 
and maintaining a record of the current group. All references to 
tracks are ithin the current group - to reference tracks outside 
this group, a message must be passed to the file server, which 
changes the current group. One directly addressable track (e.g. 
track 79, side l) would have to be used for this communication. 
The approach requires replacing the existing device driver and 
would allow the network to be presented to the client operating 
system as a hard disk. Client operating systems may have 
limitations in their support of hard disk devices - e.g. in MSDOS
2, the maximum disk size is limited to 32 MBytes [ 9 .
A simpler solution was choscn - that of providing the client with 
a large number of virtual floppy disk devices all of which 
utilize the single  floppy disk interface. Development of the 
floppy disk interf;  .e therefore included writing a new device 
driver, which functions exactly as the former floppy disk driver,
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but allows 25 devices [De Souza, I] (This means that with one 
actual floppy disk unit remaining. 2b drives are available to 
each client - In MSDOS, drives A to Z|. The disk drive emulator 
specifies the device when requesting tracks from or transferring 
sectors to the file server, and the file server has to maintain 
disK images for each device at each node.
Having 25 devices does not in itself provide sufficient space. If 
disk images for these devices were fixed, there would be 
approximately 9 MBytes for user file* and common applications. 
The file server will rather contain a lar.se number of floppy disk 
volumes or pseudo-disks, and provide mechanisms for these volumes 
to be mapped into and out of a client’s devices. A directory 
service is required for presenting and ordering the pseudo-disks 
available to the client. However the client’s operating system is 
still responsible for the internal ordering of files within the 
p s e u d o - d i s k s .
2.3.2 Communication with the File Server
The existence of the network and file server, is completely 
hidden from the client operating system, which is aware only A  
disk devices. Data retrieval is from these di3k devices, using 
already existing operating system mechanisms, However,  some form 
of communication is required between a client and the file 
server, to allow the switching in and out of p. eudo-<"sks and to 
support any high level functions, such as user se:»i ' l .y .  Since 
tracks 0 to 79 are available and only tracks 0 to 39 are viewed 
as part of the disk, absolute accesses to track 40 can be used to 
support communication.
A request for an operation is written to track 40, sector 1, and 
if a response is required, an immediate read of track 40, sector 
1 is performed. The mechanisms to support this and the structure 
of messages corresponding to functions offered by the file server 
must be provided for each client operating system, as the client 
interface The disk drive emulator extracts the message from the 
sector (without requiring  knowledge of the message), and 
transmits it to the server, which having processed it responds 
(if necessary) with status and other information. The disk drive 
emulator composes a track from the response message and allows 
the reading of track 40 to proceed. The immediate read operation 
following a request to the server, allows for atomic operations, 
in that the client machine cannot proceed until the request has 
been processed. (The disk drive emulator delays the reart 
operation until the message from the server has been recelvert). 
The communication mechanism is inefficient in that an entire 
sector must be written and read, whereas the message-length may 
only be a few bytes. However, efficient use of the communications 
link is maintained, since only the messages are transmitted.
2.3.3 Performance Considerations
In considering performance,  typical values for certain disk 
characteristics have been used (c f : Shlell and Markoff [10]). Due 
to the physical floppy disk drive interface, the data transfer 
rate is limited to 250 Kbit/s or one track in 200 ms. The .*ull
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but allows 25 devices [De Souza, 1] 
actual floppy disk unit remaining, 
each client - in MSDOS, drives A to 
specifics the device when requesting 
sectors to th file server, and the 
disk images foi each device at each
(This means that with one 
2b drive* are available to 
Z). The disk drive emulator 
tracks from or transferring 
file server has to maintain 
node.
Having 25 devices does not in itself provide sufficient sp«ce. If 
disk images for these devices were fixed,  there  would be 
approximately 9 MBytes for user filer and common applications. 
The file server will rather contain a large number of floppy disk 
volumes or pseudo-disks, and provide mechanisms for these volumes 
to be mapped into and out of a client’s devices. A directory 
service is required for presenting and ordering the pseudo-duks 
available to the client. However the client’s operating system is 
still responsible for the internal ordering of files within the 
p s e u d o - d i s k s .
2.3.2 Communication with the rile Server
The existence of the network and file server,  is completely 
hidden from the client operating system, which is aware only of 
disk devices Data retrieval is from these disk devices, using 
already existing operating system mechanisms. However, some form 
of communication is required between a client and the file 
server, to allow the switching in and out of pseudo-disKs and to 
support any high level functions, such as user security. Since 
tracks 0 to 79 are available and only tracks 0 to 39 are viewed 
as part of the disk, absolute accesses to track ,0 can be used to 
support communication.
A request for an operation is written to track 40, sector 1, and 
if a response is required, an immediate read of track 40, sector 
I is performed. The mechanisms to support this and the structure 
of messages corresponding io functions offered by the file server 
must be provided for each client operating system, as the client 
interface. The disk drive emulator extracts the me.rsage from the 
sector (without requiring knowledge of the message), and 
transmits it to the server, which having processed it responds 
(if necessary) with status and other information. The disk drive 
emulator composes a track from the response message and allows 
the reading of track 40 to proceed. The immediate read operation 
following a request to the server, allows for atomic operations, 
in that the client machine cannot proceed until the request has 
been processed. (The disk drive emulator delays the read 
operation until the message from the server has been received). 
The communication mechanism is inefficient in that an entire 
s< ctor must be written and read, whereas the message-length may 
only be a few bytes. However, efficient use of the communications 
link is maintained, since only the messages are transmitted.
2.3.3 Performance Considerations
In considering pe r fo rm a m e ,  typical values for certain disk 
characteristics have been used (cf\ Shiell and Markoff  [10]). Due 
to the physical floppy disk drive interface, the data transfer 
rate ;s limited to 250 Kbit/s or one track In 200 ms. The full
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time involved for a transfer now includes • in addition to the 
access, disk latency and transfer times of a floppy disk - ‘ he 
delay for the emulator to request and receive a track from the 
file server. Network transfer time for a 4.5 Kbyte track at 1 
Mbit/s is 37 ms, and file server delay could include disk access 
time, and a queuing delay  while other clients' requests are being 
processed. The maximum possible total data requirement,  occurring 
when all 40 clients are accessing 5 tracks every second, is 8 
Mbit/s.  For the network devices to approach floppy disk speed, 
the number of requests needing to wait for a network transfer 
must be minimal, and peeK-load transfers must be spread over a 
longer period. Thus extensive c ’hing at both the Emulator and 
the file server is essential.
Disk  Contiguity
The critical resource limiting performance at the file server is 
its disk. Typical mean access times for hard disks range from 30 
to 50 ms and in addition there is an 8.33 ms average latency. The 
transfer time for 5 Kbytes, t * *  approximate track-size at the 
client, is typically 6 ms - assuming that the disk is not 
interleaved. To make efficient use of the disk, the time spent in 
data transfer should not be dwarfed by access times. This entails 
a read-ahead strategy, where for each access to the disk a number 
of tracks of the pseudo-disk are retrieved and placed in the 
server's cache, For this to require few disk accesses, contiguity 
in the storage of pseudo-disks is important.
Contiguity of the disk is a normal requirement when large data 
transfers are necessary. However, the contiguity of files on the 
pseudo-disks is also very important, The importance is augmented 
by a disparity in views - the client operating system requests 
and manipulates sectors, whereas the file server supplies entire 
tracks, a  badly fragmented file may have each of its sectors on a 
different track. With N sectors/track, this means that N times as 
many tracks are transferred than would be necessary for a 
contiguous file. The effect is to not only degrade performance 
for a particular client (by increasing track access times), but 
to load the whole network, with an N times increase in transfers 
across the network and accesses to the server's critical disk 
resource.
The combined effect of the fragmentation of files on the pseudo­
disks and fragmentation of t h “ pseudo-disks on the hard disk, is 
to multiply their individual effects.  As an (unrealistic)  
worst-case illustration,  assume the following. At the client, 
tracks have 9 sectors of 512 bytes, file allocation is in single 
sector clusters, and due to fragmentation each sector of a file 
resides on a different track. At the server, sectors are the same 
size as those of the ’. 'lent, file allocation is in single sector 
clusters and the"e is absolute fragmentation. in such a case the 
transfer of a small file of 4 5 Kbytes would require 81 separate 
disk accesses! (Most of the.»e accesses would take closer to a 
typ cal minimum access time of 15ms (7ms ♦ 8.33ms) than to a mean 
access time. Nevertheless, aggregate access time would be greater 
than a second). In addition .''30 ms of network transfer time is 
used, and this is for a single client.
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The degradation in performance caused by fragmentation of files 
within the pseudo-disks, mai s it a t ’, ractive to provide a 
condense function for eliminating fragmentation.  However, this 
operation is completely dependent on the client’s file system , 
and should not oe included in the kernel of the file server, It 
would nevertheless be desirable to provide this as an extended 
function to certain oft-used operating systems, particularly 
MSDOS.
F r e f  etching
Prefetching attempts to maximize the ’hit-rate’ of a cache, by 
anticipating future requirements and fetching them before they 
are requested. It relies on the assumption that much data access 
is sequential in nature.  The cache at the file server will 
perform prefetching in addition to its read-ahead strategy 
section 3.6.1). The cache at the Emulator performs 
prefetchirig, by searching for the track subsequent to that 
curren ‘ ly requested by the client, and If it is not available, 
requesting it from the file server.  Both caches rely on 
sequential track requests and hence the approximate contiguity of 
files on the client pseudo-disks.
3 HIGH LEVEL DESIGN DESCRIPTION
Design of the file server cannot be isolated to software 
requirements on the server machine, but encompasses the interface 
between the server and tne network, software requirements at the 
client, and requirements for the emulator at the client’s network 
i n t e r f a c e .
1 THU SERVER NETWORK INTERFACE
The Network Interface Unit at the file server machine has direct 
shared access to th* file servers's memory and thus the interface 
between the server and the network is implemented in the server’s 
memory. The file server dequeues requests in their received order 
but processes them asynchronously - although requests from a 
particular client must be kept serialized - and there may be a 
number of requests which are simultaneously being processed. The 
interface cannot efficiently consist of si.-.gle input and output 
queues for both messages and data, since this would require the 
dequeueing and relocation of large blocks of data. Instead, disk 
write requests contain pointers to the memory block in which the 
sector dw>.a is stored, and responses to track requests contain a 
pointer to the track’s location in the server’s cache.
The network interface unit and file server have dual access to 
four memory resources. These are the:
Input Requests Queue - consisting of fixed size entries, 
large enough to contain any request message. Disk write 
requests contain a pointer to an entry in the sector list. 
Sector List - Comprising a list of available blocks of 
memory the size of a client disk sector.
Output Response Queue - consisting of fixed size entries, 
with responses to read requests containing pointers to the 
track’t location in the track cache.
- Track storage blocks In the File Server’s Cache.
For transfers to the server, operation at the Interface is as 
follows Clients send messages requesting operations - the 
Inter face-unit at the client, prefixes the message with the 
client/node identity. The interface unit at the server copies the 
request into the first available entry in the Request Queue. If 
the request is for a disk write operation, an available entry is 
obtained ' rom the sector list and a pointer to this entry added 
to the request entry, Once the sector data has been transferred, 
the request entry is released into the queue. The server consumes 
requests,  immediately reltasing the entry,  but releases the 
sector entry to the sector list only once the required operation 
has been completed.
For transfers from the server, operation at the interface is a 
rough reflectior. of the above The server enqueues messages 
(prefixed with the destination node) in the Response Queue. If 
it is the response »o a Track-request, the message contains a
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pointer to the track’s location in the cache. This track must 
remain in the cache until it has been transferred across the 
network. The network interface unit consumes the uessage and 
transfers it (stripped of the destination node) together with the 
track-data to the required node. It must then indicate to the 
cache that the transfer is complete.
Clearly, operations performed by the server and the interface 
unit on the resources are concurrent, requiring mutual exclusion 
in the access and update of certain resource variables such as 
queue sizes and pointers. This can be achieved through the use of 
semaphores, but the exact approach has not yet been decided.
3.2 T H E  FILE SEBVEB
The file server aims to provide space for user flies and present 
the user with a large number of common applications, which may 
rui, under different operating systems. Its primary operation 
involv«s providing data from, and resolving accesses to, 
pseudo-disks. Access resolution is identity-based, requiring that 
an authenticated connection be established by the uaer The 
server must maintain for each client node, a permanent record uf 
the current user ’s characteristics and of the pseudo-disks 
attached to the client’s drives.
3.2.1 Disk Structure
It is possible to partition the server's disk storage into fixed 
blocks the size of a pseudo-disk (approx. 360 Kbytes). This has 
the advantage of the pseudo-disk being stored entirely  
contiguously. However such a representation would De grossly 
inefficient in space usage, since at any point in time most 
pseudo-disks will have a substantial unassigned area.
Instead pseudo-disks are stored as variable-sized files which 
contain only the portion of the disk which has been used In 
addition to efficiency of storage, the range of file management 
functions provided in the server’s operating system is then 
available for the manipulation of the pseudo-disks. References to 
tracks are readily translated to offsets within the file.
Blank disks must be created when a disk is accessed for the first 
time, This is best done by copying relevant sectors of a blank 
formatted disk to the new file. A file containing this 
information is required for each operating system supported 
for MSDOS this involves the first 12 sectors, or 6 Kbytes. The 
file is automatically extended hen tracks,  which have not 
previously been used, are written to. Contiguity and therefore 
large granularity in the allocation of space to files is 
necessary for good performance and granules should be an integral 
multiple of the track-size of the pseudo-disk (cf: sect 2.3.3). 
Even operations which increase the unassigned area of a pseudo­
disk, such as a user deleting files it contains, cannot reduce
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the file length - thu- the condense function (cf: sect 2. 3. 3) 
which makes files within a pseudo-disk contiguous, should also 
compact the pseudo-disk.
Whe n a pseudo-disk is re quested by a user, an opening connection 
must be created to the file. A single connection is sufficient 
for all ussrs accessing a partic ul ar file, and a table contains 
information on each connection and open disk. It is essential 
that track requests which require disk accesses should not. 
require an extra disk accsss to determine the sector location of 
that part of the file on the disk. Rather, when the open 
connection is created, the chain of sectors for the file should 
be loaded into RAM. This criteria is generally satisfied in file 
systems which support random file accesses. However, of three 
commonly used file system structures, block chain, index block  
and file  map [11,pp 162), operating systems which use the block 
chain approach would not be suitable. (In the block chain, each 
block contains the pointer to the next block in the file).
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The hierarchical structure chosen in the storage of files on the 
disk is illustrated in Fig 3. 2. l.l. Terminal nodes are data files 
(mainly pseudo-disk files) and intermediate nodes the directory
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files. System data flies (currently) include information on the 
users, common software and configurable settings such as the 
default operating system. An application may be a single disk or 
a series of disks comprising a package. Applications are grouped 
into categories such as programming languages, spreadsheets, word 
processors etc. Directories for operating systems, groups and 
applications, have textual names. Private user directory names 
are composed from the user number - i.e.. Uxxxx,
This multl-tlered storage, reflects the structure presented to 
the user, but is not necessary for the operation of the file 
server (such as to ensure unique disk naming, since unique 
numbers are already associated with each disk - cf  sect 3.2.3). 
It was however considered better practice to maintain the 
hierarchical separation of disks between operating systems, 
applications and users, at the server, particularly with a view 
towards ’house-keeping ’.
3.2.2 Access Resolution
With the education environment, it is 
separation of user files is enforced, with 
allowed access. Shared files are mostly 
programs made available to users, and 
categorized according to the applications 
access This makes identity-based (rather 
access resolution most suitable.
important that strict 
orly the owner being 
confined to application 
users can be readily 
to which they have 
than capability-based)
Identity-based access requires the establishment  cf an 
authenticated cornection between the user and the file server. A
•  simple password validation .rheme was chosen - although more 
secure methods exist such as transformation  passwords [12], 
reconstructed passwords [13], and pasr-algonthms, based on the 
knowledge of secret algorithms [13]. Each user is assigned a 
unique user number and the user information file correlates user 
numbers with the user characteristics. This ‘nformation includes
•  the user's password, the number of pseudo-disks allotted in his 
private directory, and the configuration of application software 
to which he is allowed access.
Access to common application software is based on access lists, 
which refer to categories of users and not individual users. The 
m list indicates either read-wnte  access, read-only access or no
access, for each class of user. A special category has manager 
status, which is automatically given Carte Blanche  or read-wnte  
access to all applications. It is desirable to reserve one 
category for unofficial or casual users, allowing access to a 
small subset of software. These users would have no user status, 
and thus no private directory, but maintain their own files on
0  floppy isk.
Access to the application is first determined. The information 
file for common software  associates each application with a 
unique number and entry. This entry contains the number of the 
operating system under which the application can be used, the
•  path name on the server’s disk, the number of pseudo-disks in the 
application, the access list and the maximum number of concurrent
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users .  The u s e r ’ s current operating  system must match that under 
which the app l ica t io n  runs, and his user category must have the 
required  access a ttr ibute  in the a p p l i c a t i o n ’ s access l i s t .
An additional  access c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  is that of the ’ load t y p e ’ . 
An a ppl icat ion  may be specif  ed as protected,  meaning that it 
must only be attached to a drive  if the software  is to be 
executed immediately.  Loading software  at the c l i e n t  must allow 
for two types of load - one where it executes the software  a fter  
attachment - and it must indicate  to the f i l e  server,  the type of 
load being performed ( cf\ sect ion  3 . 4 . 2 ) .  Access w il l  only be 
granted  if the load type matches that of the a p p l i c a t i o n .
Further  constraints  are enforced  for each disK required  from the 
a p p l ic a t io n .  For each pseudo-disk which is to be attached,  the 
aggregate number of attachments (current u sers )  must be less than 
the maximum allowed by the d i s k ' s  a p p l ic a t io n .  W n t e - a c c e s s  to a 
pseudo-disk is s t r i c t l y  s in g le  access.  This  means that a user 
cannot be granted w n t e - a c c e s s  to an already-open disk,  or read- 
access to a d isk  opened for w r 1 t e -a c c e s s . For concurrent-update 
to be supported,  this  requires  m o di f ic at ion  ( cf  Sect 6 . 5 ) .
3 . 2 . 3  Pseudo-disk Ident i f lers
In addition  to textual  names, unique ’ s h o r t h a n d ’ i d e n t i f i e r s  are 
necessary  for pseudo-disk r e fe re n ces .  This  is required  at the 
f i l e  server for tab u la t in g  already  open disks,  at the Emulator 's  
Cache for re fe re n c in g  to which  disks  tracks belong.  and for 
c l i e n t  requests to s p e c i fy  the disks  of an a p p l ic a t io n  or the 
who 1e a p p 1icat i o n .
A unique two-byte i d e n t i f i e r  can be composed from the user-number 
( for  user d i s k s )  or from the ap p l ic a t io n  number ( for  a p p l ic a t io n  
d i s k s )  - cf  Fig 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 .  The most s i g n i f i c a n t  b it  d i s t i n g u i s h e s  
between a private  user disk and a common a p p l ic a t io n  d i s k .  The 
four  least s i g n i f i c a n t  S its  are used for the d i s k ' s  number 
w it h in  the app l ica t io n  or user set - if zero, tiie re fe re n ce  is to 
the whole a p p l ica t io n  or user set.  The scheme allows up to 204fl 
d i f f e r e n t  app l icat io n s  and 2046  user sets each with  a maximum of 
f i f t e e n  pseudo-disks.
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users .  The u s e r ’ s current operating  system must match that under 
which the a p p l icat io n  runs, and his user category must have the 
re quired  access a ttr ibu te  in the a p p l i c a t i o n ’ s access l i s t .
An additional  access c h a r a c t e r is t i c  is that of the ’ load t y p e ’ . 
An app l icat io n  may be s p e c i f ie d  as urotected,  meaning that it
*  must only be attached to a drive  if the software  is to be 
executed immediately.  Loading software  at the c l i e n t  must allow 
tor two types of load - one where it executes the software  a fter  
attachment - and it must indicate  to the f i l e  server,  the type of 
load being performed ( cf: sect ion  3 . 4 . 2  ). Access wi l l  only be 
granted if the load type matches that of the a p p l i c a t i o n .•
Further  constraints  are enforced  for each disk re quired  from the 
a p p l icat io n .  For each pseudo-disk which is to be attached,  the 
aggregate number of attachments (current u se rs )  must be less than 
the maximum allowed by the d i s k ' s  a p p l ic a t io n .  W n t e - a c c e s s  to a 
pseudo-disk is s t r i c t l y  si ngle  access.  This  means that a user
^  cannot be franted  w n t e - a c c e s s  to an already-open disk,  or reaJ-
access to a disk  opened for write- access .  For concurrent-update 
to be supported,  this  requires m o di f ic a t ion  ( cf  Sect 6 . 5 ) .
3 . 2 3  Pseudo-disk Ident i f lers
In addition  to textual  names, unique ’ s h o r t h a n d ’ i d e n t i f i e r s  are 
necessary  for pseudo-disk re fe re n ces .  This  is required  at the 
f i l e  server for tab u lat in g  already open disks,  at the Emulator's  
Cache for re fe re n c in g  to which disks  tracks belong,  and for 
c l i e n t  requests to s p ec i fy  the d isks  of an a p p l ic a t io n  or the 
who 1e a p p I i c a t i o n .
A unique two-byte i d e n t i f i e r  can be composed from the user-number 
( for  user d is k s )  or from the a pp l ica t io n  number ( for app l icat io n  
d i s k s )  - cf  Fig 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 .  The most s i g n i f i c a n t  b it  d i s t i n g u i s h e s  
between a private  user disk and a common a p p l ic a t io n  d is k .  The 
four least s i g n i f i c a n t  bits  are used for the d i s k ' s  number 
w ith in  the app l icat io n  or user set - if zero, the re ference  is ‘ o 
the whole a p p l ica t io n  or user set.  The scheme allows up to 2048 
d i f f e r e n t  a pp l icat io n s  and i 0 48  user sets each w ith  a mcximum of 
f i f t e e n  pseudo-disks
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3.2.4 Mapping disks to drives
The file server maintains a table for each client which maps the 
client'3 drives to pseudo-disks. There is a level of indirection 
in that the table does not reference the file containing the 
pseudo-disk, but rather  an entry  In a table containing 
information on each open pseudo-disk file. More than one client 
may have a drive referencing a single open file. When a new disk 
is attached, the first available drive is used, and if the file 
is not yet in use it must be opened and recorded in the table of 
open files. If a disk is detached from a drive and the client is 
the only current user of the disk, the file must be closed and 
removed from the table.
There are 26 drives of which the second is an actual floppy disk 
drive and is permanently unavailable for disk attachment. The 
first drive - the client computer ’boot’ drive - always contains 
the first system disk of the current operating system. At 
initialization the only disks attached are those of the default 
operating system, which includes network software. Once a ur*>r 
has 'signed-on', his drives contain the following disks in oreor:
- 1st system disk of the Op. Syst.
- Floppy Disk Drive
* Rest of the Op. Syst. (if it has more than one disk)
Directory Disk 
User Disk(s)
He is then able to add and remove disks. The directory disk makes 
common software accessible by listing the applications and their 
corresponding numerical identifiers. The operating system and 
directory disks cannot be removed by the client and are removed 
only when an operating system change is requested.
3.2.5 Operations Supported
The file server should provide three levels of functionality 
data transfer,  connection management and high-level, file- 
o n e n t e d  services.
Operations for data transfer facilitate the exchange of tracks 
and sectors between the emulator and the pseudo-disk files at the 
server. Requests reference drives, and the server must interpret 
to which file it refers. The speed of response is critical, with 
a large cache acting as intermediary.
Connection management concerns the organization of a client 
node's connection, and involves alterations to the dnve-map and 
current user characteristics, and provision of information on 
these characteristics.  Essential operations are:
- Signon  - The request specifies a user number and password. If
successful, the user becomes associated with that node and 
his disks are attached. Status information is returned.
- Sig n o f f  - All currently attached disks are closed and the
connection is re-initialized. No response is issued.
Attach an Application  - The request specifies a disk number, 
the type of access and the type of load required 
(cf\ section 3.4.2). The application number is extracted 
from the disk number and access determined. If the disk 
offset of the number is zero then it refers to all disks
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in the application, else it refers to a single disk. The 
disk(s) are attached to consecutive drives and status 
information is returned.
- Attach another U se r  disk - The request must specify the disk 
offset within the user-set and the type of access 
required. If the given offset is zero, then all disks in 
the user-set which are not already attached will be 
attached.
Change Operat ing  System  - The request must specify the 
operating system number. All currently attached disks are 
removed and the required operating system, directory disk 
and user disks for the new operating system are attached. 
If the request is unsuccessful then the default operating 
system « attached.
Remove s from drives - The request must specify the
starting drive and the number of drives from which disks 
are to be removed. Certain disks cannot be removed (cf  
section 3.2.4). No response is issued.
These operations together with those of data transfer form the 
core or minimal file server. Non-essential functions Include the 
alteration of passwords and the provision of information such as 
the current user's characteristics, the sta-e of the dnve-map 
(disks currently attached) and details on specific applications.
High level functions are those which may be desirable but do not 
naturally fit into the pseudo-disk oriented  a r c h ite ctu r e .  
Instead they are intra-disk and f lle-onented,  encompassing 
printing services, collection of student files for the analysis 
machine, and support for the concurrent update of data-bases. 
These are considered in Chapter 6.
3.2.6 Caching Strategy
Disk caching has been discussed (cf.  section 2.3.3) as being 
essential for dealing efficiently with requests for tracks from 
the pseudo-disks. It involves duplicating data from slow disk- 
based memory in fast RAM. The objectives are twofold - a 
reduction in the data access-time for the clients, and the 
efficient use of the shared disk-resource.
A reduction in data access-time is achieved when the requested 
data is already in the cache, and can be transferred immediately 
to the client, without first having to be retrieved from disk. 
This avoids the large disk access-time required for the disk head 
to move to the required area. Most importantly, it avoids 
substantial queuing times awaiting availability of tne hard disk 
which is the critical resource limiting the file server's 
performance (cf  sect 2.3.3.1).
Successful caching must also optimize the usage of the disk, in 
terms of the average useful data retrieved (or stored) per unit 
time. The average access-times for disk devices (due to head 
movemer.t) are substantial compared to the transfer times of the 
data [10). Thus the number of head movements, and therefore the 
total number of disk accesses, should be minimized.
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A generalized caching of the file se rv e r ’s disk could be 
performed, with disk sectors as the basic data unit. This has the 
advantage that all operations involving retrieving disk data, 
benofit from the cache. However almost all disk requirements will 
be concerned with requests for pseudo-disk tracks, and data 
retrievals should be on the boundaries of these tracks. Thus the 
pseudo-disks will be cached, with a pseudo-disk track the basic 
data unit. This allows more specific assumptions to be made in 
the caching strategies. The cost is that only disk operations 
involving pseudo-disk tracks can benefit from the cache.
Cache design involves choosing algorithms which maximize the 
cache hit-rate and optimize disk usage. Jones [14] identifies 
three issues - the prefetch, replacement and writing strategies. 
Prefetch algorithms anticipate what data to bring into the cache 
btiore it is requested, while replacement algorithms determine 
what data should remain in the cache, The write strategy attempts 
to accumulate wnte-requests and to decouple actual disk writes 
from these requests.
3.2.6.1 F re fete h S t r a t e g y
Prefetching tries to predict future requirements, on the basis 
that most data requirements are sequential accesses to flies. 
However, a request for a track contains no information on which 
file a client is accessing within the pseudo-disk. Therefore the 
prediction must be based on the assumption that the file he is 
accessing is stored on consecutive sectors of the pseudo-disk.
Three forms of prefetching are performed:
- Whenever a track must be retrieved i.'om disk, a whole group
of sequential tracks will be fetched.
- Subsequent to a read request for a track which is in the
cache, or a write request to the last sector of this 
track, a group of tracks will be fetched unless the next 
track of that pseudo-disk is already in the cache .
For a p*eudo-disk which has been newly attachad at a 
client’s drive, the first group of tracks will be brought 
into the cache (This is restricted to protected disks, 
whose programs will be executed immediately - cf\ section 
3.4.2).
The number of tracks in a group to be fetched is primarily 
determined by a prefetch number, a characteristic chosen for each 
pseudo-disk. This allows prior anticipation for each pseudo-disk 
of how many of its tracks could be needed in short succession. A 
shared pseudo-disk with a large program file that is seldom 
modified anti thus probably contiguous, would have a larger 
prefetch value than the user pseudo-disks which may contain a 
number of small files.
The prefetch number gives the suggested range of tracks which 
should be fetched as a group. However, if a track within this 
range is already in the cache, then only the tracks up to this 
one will be fetched. The size of the gr jup can also be limited by 
the available space in the cache.
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The philosophy behind retrieving a group of tracks rather than a 
single track is that once the time has been spent to move the 
disk head to a particular area of the disk, it is beneficial to 
retrieve as much data from that area as seems Ukely to be needed 
later - thus avoiding future head movements.
Clearly head-movement is only reduced if the pseudo-disk flies 
are stored contiguously or approximately contiguously on the 
server's disk, This is in addition to the original assumption of 
the contiguity of files within the pseudo-disk.
3.26.2 Replacement Str ate e  y
Whenever any dati is brought into the cache, this has to displace 
data which is already there. Decisions for replacement should be 
based on the probable (future) usefulness cf data blocks relative 
to one another.
Jones [14] identifies three types of replacement algorithm 
those of random replacement, f irst-in/first-out (FIFO) and least 
recently used (LRU). The FIFO method always replaces the oldest 
<fata, whtreas the LRU method displaces the data which has been 
unused the longest. McKeon 115] discusses a fourth method useful 
for small caches, and based on the frequency of access of data 
bfocks. He claims that the LRU method is an approximation of this 
frequency of access algorithm, but breaks down for small caches 
where turnover is high.
An LRU method involving replacement of groups or clusters of 
tracks, rather than individual tracks, was chosen.
LRU replacement becomes desirable in large caches when the 
frequency of use varies for different data blocks. In our 
network, disk caching is also performed locally at each client 
node, giving the system the characteristic of having two caches 
in series. A consequence is that multiple accesses to a 
particular track at the client, do not generally result in 
multiple requests for ..iie track from the file server. However, 
tracks in the cache would be requested multiple times due to 
separate clients requesting tracks off shared disks. Also all 
disk-write operations at a client do not only effect the local 
cache, but are forwarded immediately to the file server.
Another consideration is that serially prefetched data be given 
sufficient time to be used, jefore being replaced. With LRU 
replacement, after a track has been requested it will be removed 
to the rear of a replacement queue. However, prefetched tracks 
are not required immediately and could reach the end of this 
queue before being requested - even though their use could be 
imminent. Rather, every time a track from the cache is used, the 
likelihood of the subsequent ones being requested is high - and 
these should also be moved to the rear of the replacement queue. 
This form of 'prefetching' internal to the cache, can be achieved 
by dealing with replacement on a group basis.
Data is brought to cache in variable Si2e groups of trackj. Group 
replacement involves retaining each of these groups as a single 
unit for the purposes of replacement, A replacement, queue Is
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